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“I think your work is excellent and most convincing.”
—Dr. Brian B.


“Disentangling a tangled tale.”

            —Alan Z., Ph.D


Outstanding research Mr. Salm!

    I appreciate your thoroughness and the efforts you have made. My search for objective, scientific and rational research in the field of biblical research finds your shining example all too rare…

    Please continue your exemplary work, you do a service bringing reason to this essential historical field. It takes courage to do so in the light of faith-based vitriol questioning the integrity of your research.
        —D.K.
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					Interview with René Salm
Audio  /  Transcript


					“Docetists were the mythicists of early Christian times—and they were everywhere. Docetists did not believe that Jesus had a fleshly body. This is exactly what today’s Jesus mythicists maintain…” – R.S.
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Kudos received from readers:
			
			I appreciate your thoroughness and the efforts you have made.

     My search for objective, scientific and rational research in the field of biblical research finds your shining example all too rare...

     Please continue your exemplary work, you do a service bringing reason to this essential historical field. It takes courage to do so in the light of faith-based vitriol questioning the integrity of your research.—D.K.
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